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Introduction

: Keisuke TANINO  (M.A. in Education, PSC in TEFL (University of Victoria, Canada))

: Lecturer at Osaka Metropolitan University College of Technology, English Teacher

: Developing Teacher Support Tools using AI

"I love Vietnamese-style coffee!"
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Types of Generative AI
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Types of Generative AI

Language Models

・GPT-3.5/4 , BERT

・Understanding and generating human-like text

・Applications: answering questions, writing essays, coding

Image Generation Models

・DALL-E, Midjourney

・Creating stunning visual artwork from textual descriptions
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Types of Generative AI

Audio and Music Generation Models

・Jukebox, AIVA

・Composing original music in various genres and styles

Video Generation Models

・Phenaki, CogVideo

・Generating short video clips based on text inputs
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Integration

Creating English language sentences by language model

→Making these sentences “speech” by Audio model

　→Drawing the situation by Image model

⇒　Listening teaching material 
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Integration

⇒　Listening teaching material 
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1i2EKunsar9W4vntNJlJqNedp4qIEabcQ/preview


Applications of Generative AI in Education
Personalized Learning

・Customized content based on student's learning patterns and preferences
・Adaptive learning pace and style for better engagement and outcomes

Automated Content Creation
・Generating questions, summaries, and lesson plans
・Saving time for teachers to focus on high-value tasks

Intelligent Tutoring Systems
・Real-time guidance and feedback for students
・Adaptive support to overcome challenges and misconceptions

Assessment and Feedback
・Assisting in grading and providing feedback on student work
・Timely and consistent feedback for open-ended questions and essays

Accessibility and Inclusivity
・Text-to-speech for students with visual impairments
・Speech-to-text for students with hearing impairments or learning disabilities
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Benefits and Challenges of Generative AI in Education
Benefits:
Increased Efficiency and Productivity

・Automating routine tasks
・Providing personalized support

Enhanced Student Engagement
・Interactive and immersive learning experiences
・Content relevant to students' interests and aspirations

Improved Accessibility
・Alternative ways to access and engage with learning materials
・Leveling the playing field for students with diverse needs
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Benefits and Challenges of Generative AI in Education
Challenges:
Ethical Considerations

・Potential biases in data and algorithms
・Privacy and intellectual property concerns

Technical Limitations
・Computing power, storage, and bandwidth requirements
・Infrastructure constraints in many schools and institutions

Need for Human Oversight
・Importance of human judgment in high-stakes decisions
・Balancing AI assistance with critical thinking and problem-solving skills

Budget Constraints
・Limited access to teaching material budgets in Japanese public schools
・Teachers often paying for tools and materials out of pocket 11



Prompt Engineering: The Key to Success

Hybrid Approach: Generative AI + Automation
・Generating examples and content with AI
・Automating mechanical tasks with tools like Python

Overcoming Budget Constraints
・Harnessing the power of free generative AI tools
・Elevating free versions to the level of paid ones through prompt 
engineering
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Prompt Engineering: The Key to Success

Prompt Development Tool
A "spell" to manipulate various free services
Enabling the creation of high-quality teaching materials and tests

Spreadsheet-based Sequencing Problem Generator
Input: AI-generated English and Japanese sentences
Output: Automatically created sequencing problems
Combines creative sentences with error-free mechanical problem 

generation
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Prompt Engineering: Key Points for Writing AI Prompts

・Be clear and specific
・Provide context and background information
・Use simple, concise language
・Break down complex tasks into smaller steps
・Provide examples or templates when necessary
・Avoid ambiguity and vague instructions
・Proofread and refine your prompt
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Prompt Engineering: The Key to Success

Create a “spell”
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Harnessing Generative AI to Create Python Applications

Leveraging AI for Code Generation
・Utilize AI-powered tools like GitHub Copilot or ChatGPT
・Generate code snippets, functions, and even entire scripts

Rapid Prototyping and Development
・Quickly iterate on ideas and test them with the help of AI
・Reduce development time and effort

Overcoming Technical Challenges
・Get assistance with debugging and troubleshooting
・Receive explanations and suggestions for improving code
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DEMO -Let’s create Python app with a generative AI

What I Need: I want to randomly call on students during class to ask questions.

Ask for  generative AI with a nice prompt!
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Conclusion
Recap of Key Points
・Generative AI: A powerful tool for transforming education
・Diverse applications, from personalized learning to accessibility
・Importance of prompt engineering and a hybrid approach
Call to Action for Educators and Stakeholders
・Embrace the potential of generative AI in education
・Invest in professional development and resources
Final Thoughts
・Generative AI: A catalyst for positive change in education
・Together, we can shape a brighter future for all learners through free 
AI tool and strong prompt
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